• Fairness and equity. Certain groups in society are disadvantaged in clear-cut quantitative ways -on average they graduate from less-resourced educational institutions, live in areas with reduced economic opportunities, and face other socioeconomic challenges in aggregate.
Will an algorithmic approach, based on these measures, perpetuate (or even magnify) the disadvantage? Or could we use algorithms to increase equity between groups? [1, 3] • Interpretability. Algorithms tend to result in complex models that are hard for human beings to comprehend. Yet in these domains, humans work intimately with them. Can a decision-maker derive understanding from such an algorithm, or must they treat it as a "black box?" [4, 9] Fairness and interpretability are clearly distinct issues, but it is natural to suspect that there may be certain interactions between them. In particular, there are many ways in which interpretability may be able to help promote fairness -they might be more easily analyzable and auditable, and the activity of constructing an interpretable rule, depending how it is carried out, may be able to engage more participants in the process [4] .
But there has been arguably less exploration of what, if anything, we give up with respect to fairness and equity when we pursue interpretable rules. Here we consider this question, focusing on the role of simplicity in prediction rules. Simplification -reducing the number of variables that go into in any one decision -is one of the common strategies employed in building interpretable models; projecting onto a small number of variables or constructing a shallow decision tree are two of many examples in this style.
We abstract these simplification strategies by starting with a model of a prediction function that maps feature vectors in some underlying space to a predicted value. A simplification of the function partitions the space into cells, such that each cell is obtained by fixing the values of certain dimensions in the feature vector and leaving others unrestricted. A single value is assigned to each cell, computed as the average value for all individuals whose feature vectors are mapped to the cell. A simplification is non-trivial if at least some cells include vectors with different predicted values.
Main results. Our main results show that when one group of individuals is disadvantaged with respect to another, there is a precise sense in which the process of simplifying a prediction function will necessarily hurt natural measures of fairness and equity. The exact statements of our results are made precise in the full version of the paper [8] ; roughly speaking, they proceed as follows.
• Simple functions are improvable. First, we show that every simple prediction function is strictly improvable: there exists a more complex prediction function -obtained by refining some of the cells of the simpler function -that is simultaneously more accurate overall and also more equitable toward the disadvantaged group. Thus, whatever one's preferences for accuracy and equity in a model, the complex function dominates the simple one. In the language of optimization, this means that every simple function is strictly Pareto-dominated -it never represents the best trade-off between accuracy and equity. • Simplicity transforms disadvantage into bias. Second, we show that simple prediction functions necessarily create incentives to use information about individuals' membership in a disadvantaged group -incentives that weren't present before simplification, and that work against these individuals. Thus, simplicity transforms disadvantage into explicit bias against the disadvantaged group. Our results are not only about algorithms but about any process that produces simple models, and as such they connect to the psychology of stereotypes and to an earlier economics literature on statistical discrimination [5] .
